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According to statistics, positive dynamics has been character

istic of a number of indicators of living standards of late. Thus, 

the· average monthly money wages came to 201. 9 rubles in 1987 as 
. 

against 195.6 ru.l>les in 1986. Real per capita incomes grew by 2 

· per cent in 1987 and the earnings of'. industrial and office workers 

per working person, by J per cent. 1 There was a J.4-per cent in

crease in the provision of the population with goods and services 

over 1986. By way of comparison, howev_er, it should be noted that 

the corresponding increase in 1985 and 1986 amounted to 4.8 and 

5.7 per' cent, respectively. In ge.neral, as compared with any other 

year starting from 1980, this figure was the lowest, which, among 

other things manifested itself in the retail turnover of state 

end cooperative trade felling short of the target by 12,200 mil

lion rubles. 2 

In other words, for a rather long period of time the nominal 

money incos.es) of the population grew faster than the production 

of goods and services. In 1981-85 the respective figures were 20 

and 17 per cent and in the next two years the proportion persisted 

Unfortunately, Sovie~ statistics lack quite a few indicators 

offering a realistic comprehensive picture of the population's 

1 ~arodno~e khozyeist~o 
tional ~conomy in 1~,.,--:-.-;o.r-r--~.....;r..p..=~.;;,p.~..;.;;.,p;~~....tiL.p;.~,g,,=:..;:.:.:;,:;.;;. 

.?P-390, 402. 
2Ibid., p. 407. 
31.e., without taking account of infl~tion which, according to 
some estimates, reeche2 an average·or 4 to 5 per cent and, ac-
cording to others, up to 8 per cent annually. 
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living standards under present-day conditions. According to M.Kor

olyov, former Chairman of the USSR State Committee for Statistics, 

•such indicators as the indices of prices of consumer goods and 

services, of the cost of living and of the purchasing power of the 

ruble, as well as deflators, which are widely used in the statis

tics of a number of other countries, have not been edo~ted in our 

country as yet.•1 Under such conditions, the findings of socio

logical surveys .reflecting people's opinions of various aspects 

of their living standards serve as a kind of compensation for the 

absence of these statistical indicators. 

Thus, the findings of the two stages of the national sociologi

cal survey of the Soviet people's life style2 characterising the 

dynamics of judgements and appraisals by r~ople of their per~onal 

(!Smily) incomes provided a comprehensive picture of the contra

dictory trends which these statistical indicators might have 

shown. 

A comparative analysis of the findings of the two stages of th£ 

survey has demonstrated that in the previous five-yeer pian peri

od (1981-85) every fourth respondent stated that, while be had 

enouga money for day-to-day expenses, the purchase ~f clothing 

~(--------~J entailed pecuniary difficulties. In the current five-

year plan period this was stated already by every third person, 

which means that ·a cert4in decline in people's living standards 

has occurred. 

:Besides, the narrowing of tne range of goods, the lowP.ring in 

1 
7revd~, January JO, 1989. 

2rhe national sociological survey of the Soviet people's life 
style referred to in this paper was condu~ted in two stA~es: the 
first stage was carried out in 1980-81 and the second sto~e, in 
1986-87. 
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their quality and the growth in their prices have resulted in a 

situation where the purchase of a number of foodstuffs and manu

factured goods is, in effect, forced and therefore it cannot serve 

as a proof of an increase in the satisfaction of people's require

ments. Thus, economists estimate that about three-fourths of pur

chases of wardrobe items and two-thirds of rurchases of recrea

tional and housenold goods are forced. This inevitably brings 

about a reduction in the purchasing power of money and a decline 

in the stimulating role of wages and adversely affects living 

standards and the quality of life. That is why statistics showing 

a growth in goods turnover, in the sales of this or that group ot 

commodities and even in their consumption by the population can

not be regarded as a sound proof of a growth in Jiving standards 

anq.in ,conswnption. 

Another major trend determining the living star.dards of the 

population is connected with changes in the criteria of well

being. 

The deteriora~ion of the overall ecological situation determ

ines an increased "compensatory" demand for quality foodstuffs 

that are the richest i~ vitamins. Nervous strain at workplace, 

as well as transport and other stresses brought about by short

comings of the infrastru~ture elso compel the individual t~ make 

up, as it were, for nervous and mental strain by purchasing re

creational and household goods and services ensuring to him a 

feeling of greater personal comfort. 

The findings of the national sociological zurvey of the Soviet 

people's life 9tyle have shown that ~ppro7.imately one-third of 

both urban and n.iral reside~ts appraised their supply ~~th food-
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stuffs as poor and every fourth of them offered the same opinion 

about their supply with manufactured goods. According to every 

third rural resident, public services are poorly organised in the 

countryside, every fourth holds the same opinion about transport 

services and the work of cultural institutions and every fifth 

gives the same appraisal of medical services. 

In other words, the growing complexity of people's environment 

and the lowering of the quality of their life detennine the com

pensatory character of their behaviour in the sphere of consump

tion. As a result the principal motives for buying consumer goods 

are now the individual's concern for preserving his health and 

for providing himself with home comforts and means of relaxation, 

as well as the aesthetic end "symbolic"-qualities of goods, i.e., 

the extent to which they conform to the individual's notions of 

th2 "decent" pattern of consumption ~nd life style. Thus, a cer

tain change in the motivatinn of people's behaviour in the sphere 

of consumption and, accordingly, in the criteria of living stanc

ards is taking place. 

On the other hand, the economic processes which got under >.ay 

in the past five-year plan periods and are still going on today 

and which manifest themselves, on the one side, in en increese in 

the list and retail prices of consumer goods and, on the other 

side, in persisting shortages of quality foodstuffs, manufactured 

goods and public services have determined the emer3ence in the 

sphere of people's consciousness of a tendency towards dimir.utiv~ 

of the role of quantitative, absolute indicators (wages and money 

inco~es) and an increase in the role of qualitative, relative cri

teria of material wel~-being such as the provision of the individ-
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ual with material benefits having a positive infl~ence on his 

health and ensuring to him adequate homP. comforts, rest and lei

sure and the satisfaction of his physiological and e~~thetic re

quj rements or the practical opportunities for getting such bene

fits. 

At the same time, thP decline in people's estima~ion of the 

_significance of the absolute, quantitative indicators of well

being does not_m~an that the determination on an empirical level 

of the average income per family member which would make it pos_

sible, in the main, to satisfy the requirements of a family within 

reesonable limits is impracticable or immaterial. It has been 

reckoned that an income of 50 rubles or less per family L1ember 

does not make it possible to sati~fy reasonable requirements, 

since this is unattainable £or more than half of the people within 

this income bracket; this is also the case with more then one

third of the 51 to 75 rubles per person bracket and ~~th one

fourth of the 76 to 100 rubles per person bracket. Ste.rting from 

the 101 to 125 ruble bracket, the percentage share of those who 

stated that their incomes enabled them to satisfy their various 

requirements is not less than 80 per cent and_ the share of those 

v:ho voiced an O!)posi te opinion is not more than one-sixth (in 

the main, r.ot more than one-tenth). Thus, the 76 to 100 ruble in

corae br~cket is, in a sense~ a borderline case and the inco~e of 

100 rubles 'll?r fa'llily member can today be regarded with 3ood rea

son as the ~inimsl. 

As our othEr c~lcul~tions--in particular, an Analysis of the 

reletionship ~~t~een the Actual level of femily income and t~e 

estirn8.ted fr:.7.iJ.y in~0fi'e necessary for satisfying its r".'quir-:nents-· 
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have shown, the minimum average per capita income of 70 to 75 

rubles adopted today does not make it possible to satisfy a fam

ily's material requirements, considering the current prices Mid 

range of goods and the established standards of consumption of 

foodstuffs and manufactured goods. This size of income was on an 

average characteristic of those respondents who said about their 

families that they lived •from hand to mouth" and that they often 

had to borrow money to buy prime necessities. The next group, 

which, judging from the estimate of its family income, is better 

off and whose representatives described their family bud6et as 

follows: "We have enough money for day-to-dey expenses, but buy

ing clothes is a problem to us: we have to borrow money or to 

save it specially for this purpose," includes those whose everege 

income per family member does not exceed 90 rubles. And only the 

third group, which can be believed with reason to be socially ac

ceptab~e end actually en average one ()7.1 per cent of the ~es

pondents stated that they, in the mein, had enough ~o~ey so t~at 

they could even save up a certain sum, but their sevings_were ~ot 

sufficient for buying expensive durables such as a refriger~tor, 

a new TV set, etc. and so they had to buy them on credit or to 

borrow money for the purchase), turned out to include those whose 

per capita incomes bad "crossed the 100-ruble boundary" to ~e~ch 

en average of ebout 11o·nibles. 

People'3 social affiliation and erea of residence are mP.jor 

factors determining their living standArds and their ~val~2~ion 

of these living standards. ~his may be. illustrated cy the finc!ings 

of trie national socioloqical survey of the So~iet pecole's life 

style, the objective indicatcrs cf ~~terial well beinq and the 
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subj£ctive appraisals given in big cities, in villages ?.nd across 

the country as a whole--both in static and in dynaiilic terms. 

The difference between the two types of indicators is particu

larly evident with respect to housing conditions. In general, 

housing conditions in big cities are better than in rural arees 

and, accordingly, they are better than housing conditions across 

the country as a whole: over two-thirds of urban residents live 

in self-contain~ ,flets with all conveniences, which has found 

expression in their greater satisfaction with this aspect of 

their-life. At the same time, the appraisals of positive changes 

in housing conditions offered by urban residents are less favour

able than the corresponding appraisals given across the country 

as a whole; this is particularly so ... ith the Muscovites and the 

residents of the Uoscow Region. This is indicative of a slacken

ing in the rate of housing cor.struction, of which people are 

aware from their own experience. 

Half of urban residents and of the country's po;>ulation at 

large noted an improvement in their material well-teing ?Ver the 

past five years, 40 per cent of them beBan eating better and al

most es meny {)6 per cent) began dressing better. Yet a iliajo~ity 

of the respondents said that they had not had any i~proveillent 

either in their diet or in their clothing and every tenth urban 

resident noted a worsening of his condition with respect to t~ese 

essential 12n;>ects of living sta."ldrirds. Thus, the appraisals vf 

living stAr.d~.rda eiven cy residents of hie citiee :?re on thE: 

~hole lower t~~n t~ose siven ~y country peo?le and by reside~ts 

of small towcs. ihis is particularly qvi1ent from R co~p3rison 

of the ep!Jri:-:is~ls of living standard::- offered by i.\~scovi tes r:..'1d 
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residents of the Moscow Region. Besides, in contrest to the above

mentioned retrospective appraisals, residents of medium-size towns 

give a more moderate opinion of today's living and ~onsumption 

standards. 

The questionnaire used in the national. survey carried a special 

question regarding the appraisal of the family income in terms of 

its- sufficiency for satisfying the material requirements of the 

respondent's fam;i.ly, with five preformulated alte~ative versions 

of the enswer. The analysis of the answers has shown that resi

dents of big cities remain highly differentiated in terms of their 

material well-being: over one-tenth of them live from hand to 

mouth end 15.5 per cent can buy durables without difficulty. An 

overwhelming majority of urban reside~ts (72.5 per cent), however, 

noted that they, in the main, had enough money, yet their savings 

were not sufficient for buying exper..::ive durables and so they had 

to buy them on credit or to borrow money for the purchase. 

At the seme time it should be noted that this differentiation 

varies from one ci.ty to another. Thus, the differentiation with 

respect to this indicator among the ~fuscovites is more or less 

substp.ntially lower th~n siw~lar differentiation among the resi

dents of Eeku, Alme-Ata, and the J,:oscow ~egion. In t:oscow, tha 

respondents vrho noted that the purchase of durables did not en

tail cny difficulties for them constituted a relatively smaller 

she.re ?.s com,ared ':ti th the said areas. A comparison of the above

rr.entioned ".nta •:;i th c:>rres;>on1ing ep;>raisals given five years 

earlier zi10·,·1~ a ''negeti ve" dyn~mi c of femily incomes; i.e., such 

ri coi:lp2-rison i:J not in fe:.vour o!' the- ;Jresent day. 

In our view, underlying these tre::s is leneral deterioration 
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of the quality of people's life--perticularly so in big cities. 

The urban environment can be evaluated as very poor. Transport 

stresses, long queues, and a tense ecological situation character

ised by a high noise and pollution level determine increased de

mands placed by urban residents on the qu~lity of housing which 

·is regarded as a means of relaxation and "opposition" to the ?res-

ent-day urban environment. Similarly, the "excessive" de!JlBlld of 

·irban residents for various consumer goods, in particul~r, for 

.·oodstuffs, ho::::e furnishings, etc. is, in effect, their reaction 

to the appreciable lowering in the quality.of life, a ~.nifesta

tion of a ki~d of compensation mechanism. 

A major circWJ'l~tance determining the validi~y of the above in

ferenc~s is th~ fact that, as specicl calculations have sho~"m, 

underlying these ••subjective," verbal appraisals are quite defi

nit: "objective" auantitative characteristics of living stand

ards--the level of wages and per capita income. Thus, the first 

altern~tive ~~rsion of the answer corresponds to RD ~verege month

ly income of less tha.1 75 rubles per family member, the s~cond 

version to an income of up to 90 rubles, the third one to that of 

ebout 110 rubles, the fourth o~e to th~t of some 130 rubles, end 

the fifth one to an income of 150 rubles and more. 

The shaping of people'$ eppraisals o! their living and consump

tion stsn1ards is a compiex and contradictory process. This is at

tested, in p;>rticvlar, by a compe.rati ve analysis of t-110 income 

series--the ~ct~~l level of average per capita income and its 

desi:?"::ible lP.·1el, i.e., the level of ~ ncome ·;;hi ch e res;;on1e!lt re

gerced f.S 3·.:fficient for satisfying h!s mm and hin family's re

quirements ~it~in reasonable limits. ~~e difference bet~een the 
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actual and desirable incomes varied from 40 to 50 per cent depend· 

ing on the level of income and on the region. Such a substantial 

gap between the desirable and actual level of the average fa.:nily 

income is explained by the fact that this indicator of living 

standards to a much greater extent reflects the potentials of a 

family in terms of satisfying its material requirements, b~i~g a 

resultant of the action of the various economic, social and socio

psychological components at the family level. On tpe one hand, the 

steady growth of the population's living sta.~dards through ris~s 

in the wages of a ~umber of categories of workers (and, according

ly, in their average level) and in ( ) other payments end 

benefits has determined a further growth in people's material re

quirements. On the other hand, the growth in prices of foodstuffs 

and manufactur~d goods, the washing ~way of inexpensive commodi

ties from the range of goods produced and the increase in the 

share of goods sold at cooperative prices have determined the gen

eral downward trend of the purchasing power of the ruble. Such a 

factor as the forced necessity to have a "free" money income en

ebling one to buy goods in ~hort supply, the range of which keeps 

on gro~ing and the purchase of which is dictated neither by the 

level of income nor by the season, but by the sponte.neous forces 

ol the market, also ects in this direction. In other \'l'Ords, goods 

which are in pri~ciple Reeded by a family have to be purchas~d 

·."ihen they !!re or. sale end not •;:hen they are f.!ctual ly reouired. 

Thi~ ~est~.'Jilises the fei:iily budzet F..nd gives rise to tension and 

a fee lin:1 of :~:~terial unprotectedness. 

:'!11 s is ".'i!'cCisely "r"I°:1ere t~e main c~uses or unpopularity cf tile 

coo,eretive ~ove~ent lie. The analysi~ of the findings of a socio-
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logical survey of the cooperative movement, which covered over 

2,000 people, hes shown that what a majority (52.5 per cent) of 

those who do not use the services of cooperatives find unsuitable 

is excessively high prices. The basic motive in buying goods pro

duced and services rendered by-cooperatives is the unavailability 

of similar goods and services in the public sector, i.e., their 

shortage. This motive was giver. as the only one by 48 per cent of 

respondents across_ the country, although this figure .:varies for 

differen·t regions (for example, in .Moscow it comes to 54. 2 per 

cent). On the other hand 1 in the opinion of two-thirds of the 

respondents, cooperatives contribute to the growth of shortage 

in manufactured goods and foodstuffs distributed through state 

trade. This paradox reflects the actual contradiction character

istic· of the present otage of developmeD"t of the cooperative move

ment: while inteneed to serve as a mea.1s to expand the scope of 

consumer choice, i.e., as a means to control the shortage of a 

certein group of consumer goods, it has determined in a perfectly 

natural wa:y a ~hortage in other conunodities used by cooperatives 

es raw materials or implem~nts of production. 

The general lowering of living standards and of the quality of 

life largely, if not decisively, determines people's notions of 

the reasonable, fair and acceptable level of the incomes of 9er

sons engaged in cooperative or individual enterprise and the ex

tent of differentietion of these incomes. if.ore than h~lf of the 

respondents believe cooperative enterprise to be harmful and over 

80 per cent are of the opinion thet coo~erntive enterprise such 

es it i~ today CAlls for stricter control by the nuthoriti~a. 

ThE above are RverQge fi~ures yet tt0y are cheracteristic of 
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the opinions of industrial and office workers, executives of dif

ferent levels, pensioners, housewives, etc. An analysis of the 

latter !"igures in the social aspect, however, makes it possible 

to single out two "irregular" groups of the population, i.e., 

those whose opinions more or less substantially differ froin these 

"average" opinions. 

They ere: (1) persons engaged in cooperative and individual en

terprise; end ( 2-) c-ollege and secondary technical school students. 

The first gro~p accounted for only 0.7 per cent and the second,

for 2.2 per cent of those who believe cooperatives to be harmful; 

only every fourth person engaged in cooperative and individual en

terprise and every fifth student offered this opinion. A similer 

picture is observed with respect to the need for· stricter control 

by the authorities: the first group accounted for 0.6 per cent and 

the second, for 2.8 per cent of those in favour of stricter con

trol. In principle, the fact that persons engaged in cooperative 

end individual enterprise do not rege.rd ~heir activities as harm

ful end do not advocate control over their activities by the 

authorities is, naturally, small wonder. The active support by 

students whose monthly ellowances are not at all high of practi

celly every kind of cooperative enterprise, howev_er, is so;newhs.t 

puzzling. In our view, underlying this phenomenon are two differ

ent causes--a socio-eco~omic and a socio-psychological one. It is 

quit~ r.etural that young people welcome the availability o! zoods 

conforming or nearly conforming to foreign fashion standards. As 

for the prices of ~oods,·the findings of the national sociological 

survey of the ~oviet people's life style have shown that ch~.rac

teristic of the 20 to 25 year age gro· .. ;p is an intensive derr.ar.d 
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for a number.of expensive goods, above all, fashionable clothes, 

whereas the inclination to compare one's own income and the pric

es of goods is the least characteristic of this age group. This 

is expleined by a parasitic attitude and infantilism typice.l of 

certain groups of young people and by a decline in their estima

tion of the value of education and crea·i=ive work. 

On the other hand, it is in the nature of young people to wel

come new phenom~na in social life and to advocate 9emocratic sen

timents renouncing the expediency of strengthening control by 

the authorities. 

Thus, it can be concluded that the cooperative movement is de

veloping under conditions where it is influenced by contradictory 

trends characteristic of the sph~re of distribution and consump

tion. The principal of them can be re:!uced to contradictions be

tween: 

(a) the incre3sed level of development of material and socio

cultural requirements of the broad strata of the population e.nd 

the fixed--er;1, in a number of g~oups, relatively declining--liv

ing stP.nderds end a rigidly fiY.ed time budget not ~Eking it pos

sible to satisfy them uL1~r conditions of shortage and in!letion, 

'lfhich lee.ds to dissatisfsction, a feeling of disco!'!lfort, etc.; 

(b) the lo"ering of the quality of life (deterio~~tion of the 

~colo~ical situation, pQOr development of the infrastructure, etc. 

encl the uncwailebility or shortage of consumer goods and services 

ensuring tr.e co~pensatory character of consumption); 

( c) the dr:Hiing close.r of the material end socic -cultural re

quire~entz o~ ~iffprent socio-economic groups and etrato of the 

population n~d the undecreasing end, ~ven, growing 1ifferen~iatior 
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of the levels of income and consumption (the emergence of people 

with "large fortunes" often obtained not through intensive work), 

which brings about a feeling of dissatisfaction, social envy, etc. 

(d) the level of material well-being of the low- and medium

income groups of the population and the current level of develop

ment of the cooperative movement, i.e., growth in the share of 

goods end services available at cooperative prices accompanied by 

a decrease in the share of similar goods end services available 

at state-set prices, which determines a growth in the cost of 

living in general. 




